Work on a personal project, try out a new tool, see what other folks are building, or come to hang out!

Project Nights are co-hosted by the SEAS Active Learning Labs and the Science Center Fabrication Shops, and are a project of the Harvard Initiative for Learning and Teaching’s (HILT) Grants program. These events will happen every Tuesday through the Fall semester, and are a chance for the community to come together, tinker on personal projects, and share ideas. Each month of events will have themed workshops, starting with “redesign your dorm room!” in September. Learn how to use basic tools and electronics through a series of open-ended projects, or come with your own idea. If you don’t have a project yet, no worries! We’ll help you come up with a cool project.

Machine shop and safety training are required, and will be held at 5pm before each event. The theme and location of each week’s project night will be publicized through Facebook and a mailing list. Please contact maddie@seas.harvard.edu to join the list!